Guide to Landscaping
Products – Part 2
Decorative Pebbles
We have greatly expanded our range of decorative bulk
pebbles, which is sure to suit any landscape design and
budget. Up to date exclusive gravels and colours
available. Please contact us to check the current range.

Sands

Gold coast 20mm: 20mm semi rounded stones with
earthy tones suitable for paths and driveways,
Also comes in a 10mm.

Paver bedding sand: Coarse Sand recommended for under Gold Coast Pebbles 25mm – 75mm: Create a river bed
pavers and around pipes.
feature in your own backyard. You can use this product to
break up large areas of bark, or for edging borders
Brickies Loam: a high-quality mix of sand and loam for
around boulders and paths.
mortar and bricklaying, much sought after by tradesman.
Also used under above pools due to its great compaction
Natural River Pebble 20-40mm: Beautiful earthy tones in
and also good minimising of damage to pool liner.
browns, yellows, reds, oranges and earthy blues. Perfect
for a natural look in gardens, rockeries and pathways.
Washed pit/plasterers sand: Salt free used for builder’s
mix, rendering, tiling and drainage. Clean and free of
Tumble Sandstone 20-40mm: Tumbled sandstone
contaminants, Suitable for sand pits.
pebbles with tones of creams, browns, whites, oranges
and pinks; Terrific for any landscaping idea.
White silver sand: Fine white Sand which is ideal for
making up white mortars or children’s sandpits.
Tumble Sandstone 50-100mm: Larger tumbled
sandstone with tones of creams, browns, oranges and
Paver Medium sand: An alternative to Paver Bedding Sand pinks. Ideal for standout landscape designs, also can be
and also used to top dress lawns.
used for gabion cages.
Paver sand: 20kg bag product that is a special blend of
graded fine sands and additives which inhibits the growth
of weeds and the infestation of insects (ants) by forming a
firm but pliable joint between pavers.

Tumble Black 50-80mm: A tumbled stone with dark grey
colours is sure to make an impact in your landscaping
design. Great for around pools as it looks stunning when
splashed with water.
Tropical Bronze 20mm: Beautiful rounded pebble with
colours of terracotta, gold, copper orange and whites.
Bagged Decorative Pebbles: We also carry a wide variety
of decorative pebbles with a great selection of colours.
Great for pot plants, small gardens, Japanese gardens,
between pavers, ponds or any landscape feature you
wish to enhance.

Gravels and Bases

Timber

Caramel Swirl 20mm: A stunning gravel with colours of
purple, cream and yellow; Also comes in a 10mm.
Blueberry Crush 20mm: A Beautiful white coloured
crushed rock, has a subtle white with slight blue/grey tints;
Also comes in a 10mm.
Twilight Crush 20mm: A beautiful decorative gravel made
from rounded sandstone, which has a mixture of glistening
colours (gold, mauve, cream and pinks).
Drainage gravel 20mm: Used as a drainage gravel in
sullage pits, trenches and as a backfill material behind
retaining walls; Also comes in 10mm and 5mm.

Koppers logs: As a versatile product for use in retaining
walls and around the garden, these products are pressure
treated with C.C.A. chemicals and are guaranteed for 40
years.
Treated Hardwood Sleepers: Are dip treated to H4 in
ground grade, sleepers are classed as second grade by
the timber industry. First grade would almost be double
the price, as a rule if a sleeper has one good face and one
good side it is acceptable for landscape use; Please note
sorting through stacks is not allowed.
Treated Pine Sleepers: Are pressure treated to grade H4H5 depending on the thickness of the sleeper.

Drainage Recycled 20mm: Crushed concrete to 20mm,
used as a cheaper alternative to Drainage Gravel (Blue
metal).
Road Base: Versatile as a bottom course fill, under pavers
or an economical fill under decorative gravels on
driveways.

Miscellaneous

10mm concrete blend: A small gravel and sand cement mix
Weedmat: Is not generally required if you are mulching
for garden paths and handy man jobs, just add cement
to a depth of 100mm, in fact it will inhibit natural soil
with water and stir!
humus composition. However, this product is definitely
better then laying plastic which should not be used, as
Crusher Dust: Use this product as a bottom course under
plastic will sour soil and not allow correct drainage.
paver sand and pavers. However, if you lay pavers directly
on crusher dust there is a chance that the colour could
Bidim: Ideal to use instead of weedmat for steep slopes,
come up through the pavers. Also used for paths and
Bidim tends to not slide when using mulch on top. Also
driveways.
great to use with poly slot drains and behind retaining
walls, this will help stop dirt seeping through wall.
Deco: (Decomposed granite) used as a surface in tennis
courts, this can also pack down to form a good looking
Poly Slot Drains: Are used for sub surface drainage by
path or driveway.
digging a trench (200mmx200mm) falling to the street or
sullage pit. Lay slight covering of gravel on the bottom of
the trench, then lay your pipe down and cover with more
gravel. A sock or thin strip of bidim over the top with a
covering of a screened sandy loam will complete the job,
Mossy Bush Rocks: These are man hand able so they can
use poly slot drains for behind retaining walls as well; See
be picked out individually by you, sold in pallet
our price list for a complete list of sizes available.
proportions. Great for waterfall features or features in
gardens and flats make great stepping stones,
Also comes in River Rocks and sandstone rocks.
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